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ABSTRACT: To address the challenges of current education system, applied approach is called Blockchain Technology 

In Education System(BTES). Blockchain  is a disruptive technology, after a few years of implementation as the basis of 

digital currency, is showing  itself to be an open resource with possibilities in different fields, also in education system 

.The key to the interest in this technology lies in its ability to move from a system of centralized data logging to a 

distributed system that ensures no alteration of the information and the maintenance of privacy. The purposed system 

present the improved examination system for addressing  the challenges of paper leaks problems and also focusing  the  

fake college diploma /Degree and other qualifications , is a huge problem in this age of professional-grade copying and 

printing services .To verify the authenticity of academic certificates and preventing the paper leak problem , proposed 

model  employing a  block chain technology, because of its greater security and transparency. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Blockchain is a distributed and decentralized technology (P2P) [8]which can be used to record transactions, agreements, 

contracts and events. In essence, block sites of records or public accounting are a distributed database of all digital 

transactions or events that have been completed and shared between the participating parties. Unlike other general 

accounting approaches, blockchain guarantees archiving of approved transactions without proof of intermediary. All 

transactions in the public ledger are verified with the consent of the majority of participants in the system. And, when 

submitted, the information cannot be deleted. Blockchain include a true and verifiable record of all transactions carried 

out. 

Blockchain was originally developed to support cryptocurrency, Bitcoin (Nakamoto, 2008)[18], a point-to-point 

decentralized digital currency, which is the most common example of blockage technology. With Bitcoin's success, the 

original blockchain technology worked perfectly and has found a wide range of applications in both financial and non-

financial worlds. A blockchain is a growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked using cryptography. Each 

block contains a cryptographic hash of the previous block a timestamp, and transaction data (generally represented as 

a Merkle tree). 

The exam is one of the important parts of the education system because it not only assesses students' understanding, but 

also forces them to study. However, there is a threat, called Question Paper Leaking (QPL), which can cause equity 

problems in exams. Today, the QPL is a serious problem worldwide, from the university entrance exam to the public 

exam, and the situation is worse in developing countries [5, 6,]. QPL can lead to serious results, such as (1) quality of 

compromised education and (2) erosion of ethical standards. ACT Inc, who is the creator of the most popular college 

entrance exam in the United States, canceled some college entrance exams after losing the exam material [7]. In the 

United Kingdom, Brighton Hove and Sussex Sixth Form College have canceled the level A physics exam after noticing 

the escape of questions on social media [3]. In China, a teacher was accused of leaking a postgraduate exam math test 

document [9]. Though the above-mentioned cases [3,5,6,7,9] only covers the QPL incidents happened in 2017, some 

countries face this problem almost in every year. Hence, it can be said that QPL happens not only within the developing 

and underdeveloped countries, but also in developed countries. In QPL incidents, not only the students, but also the 

teachers and authorities are involved. Therefore, it is required to develop a smart examination system which can  create 

and share examination papers securely without the fear of QPL.  

To overcome to this problem, we used the concept of block chain technology in BIES/BTES. For constructing and 

distribution of question paper. Blockchain can be one of the promising techniques to provide security against the above-
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mentioned threats. The BIES technique is proposed to encrypt the question papers (QSP). In first phase, the QSPs are 

encrypted using the timestamp and in the second phase, the previous encrypted QSPs are encrypted again using hashish 

and hash of the previous QSPs. These encrypted QSPs are stored in the blockchain network (university’s Server). 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

The  research work is done in blockchain based  related application in [1,2,5,9,13,20,16,18,20 ]. 

The OmniPHR[1] which focuses on the distribution and interoperability of PHR (Personal Health Records) data, in 

which patients, by definition, can manage their health records, generally have no control over their stored data in the 

database of health workers[1]. In MeDShare (Medical Data Sharing) [2], a system that addresses the problem of 

exchanging medical data between medical big data custodians in an untrusted environment. The system is based on the 

blockchain and provides provenance, auditing and control of medical data shared in cloud repositories between big data 

entities. In paper[5] author proposed the digital platform and governance regime interplay as an important factor for dis-

ruptive derivatives to be developed. The governance model in public administration is centralized, and that introducing a 

new digital platform like Bitcoin could foster new disruptive derivative services in public sector, but at the same time 

could challenge the centralized governance model. The blockchain technology adopts basic cryptographic algorithms 

[9]and schemes for consensus and transaction authentication, such as hash functions, digital signatures and so on. But 

these technologies can not satisfy the security requirements in the complex business environment and the attacks that 

may appear in the future[9]. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Existing education systems are facing a threat of question paper leaking (QPL) in the exam which endangers the quality 

of education. In this paper, we use the concept of Blockchain Tecgnologyin  education system (termed as BTES) The 

proposed scheme can increase application security and provide a smooth exchange between the examcenters  

• A two-phase encryption technique (which uses different parameters as a key) is proposed to ensure security question. 

• A randomization algorithm is proposed to select a questionnaire and share  question paper before the exam. 

We develop a QS scheme which uses blockchain concept in order to make it secure and smart. The proposed BTES is a 

new way of generating  &  sharing questions. There are following major entities involved in this system , as shown in  

Fig. 1. Each of the entities is described in the following sections. 
Module 1:Blockchain Node: This module is very important for functioning of this network. To configure particular 

node in network, its security parameters need to set and public key and other parameters will be broadcasted to other 

nodes. 

Module 2: University Module:University is organisation which will be responsible for mapping educations 

blockchain. University will add colleges in blockchain network and also responsible for making blockchain from 

parameter for colleges 

 

Module 3: College Module:Ones University added college in blockchain network College Model provide  

functionality for configuration security key and digital signature. Client will add private key for encryption and publish 

his public key in blockchain network. 

 

Module 4:Exam Module:University will declare exam for different courses and that will be added to blockchain 

network  as block .This module allow University to give permission to some colleges to set question paper and final 

functionality of this module is to  allow  colleges to access  question paper securely from blockchain network on the 

day of exam to ensure that there will not be any escape of  question paper 

 

Module 5:Question Paper Module:Once university grant permission to respective  colleges , will be add question for  

question paper these questions will be added as a block in blockchain network. All block have data in encrypted format  

and  auto registration is assured by Digital Signature 

 

Module 6: Blockchain Module:This module will be responsible for adding block to blockchain network. This module 

will form chain of block security, authentically. This module also provide functionality to access blocked from 

blockchain Network and ensure data is not tempered and also validated authenticity of  block. 

 

Module 7: Document and certificate Module:Once student take admission and complete Course from  respective 

education institute will add all general document and certificate in blockchain network so , student will not have submit 

same document again in same college or different colleges .All these document will be share very securly through 

blockchain network . 
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This will prevent illegal certification generation and save paper for tree and save nature. 

 

Fig 1. System model of the proposed ( BTES) 

ADescription of the Algorithm 
 

Random question  and question paper  selection - This feature supports the selection of a QSP randomly before the 

exam. The benefits of the random selection of QSP is that no one can guess the selected QSP.Thescheme  that no one 

can decipher the Question paper. Hence  zero % chance of paper disclosed.  
A blockchain is a growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked using cryptography. Each block contains 

a cryptographic hash of the previous block a timestamp, and transaction data (generally represented as a Merkle tree). 

By design, a blockchain is resistant to modification of the data. It is “an open, distributed ledger that can record    

transactions between two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and everlasting way.we propose the following 

Blockchain mechanisms.  
Thus, node A will change the messages into the following form: 

                                 

 

After G decrypts K* using the pre-distributed key k*and r, and verifies K* using H(K*), it can ensure that MA comes 

from a legal college node because only legal college nodes have the Pre distributed key k*.  G should use digital 

signature algorithm to sign messages using its private key before broadcasting these messages. Thus, blockchain nodes 

will know which college node have broadcasts.  
                         

 

and then the broadcasted messages have the following form: 

                                     
 

Here, Sig(.) denotes the signature algorithm and Kpg the private key of college node.  After each blockchain node 

receives the message, it can verify the message by using the public key of G. According to the consensus mechanism, if 

blockchain nodes believe G is a legal device and the signature is valid, they will put on the A-chain. 

            

 

If G is illegal node or the message’s signature send by G is invalid, blockchain nodes will put 

                                                            

on the B-chain to record the accident. Here, Msig(.) denotes a broadcasting multidigit signature scheme executed by 

blockchain nodes. Mw records the broadcasting time of physiological messages and the reason of rejection. For the sake 

of saving storage, B-chain need not to store (E(K*,Mp)||Mg). When G asks question about the rejection, it can inquire 

B-chain by clues:  

Sig (Kpg, H(E(K*,Mp)||Mg)) and the messages’ broadcasting time. 

So all data generate by college nodes will be encrypted by nodes private key and hash of message will be appended to 

block and each block is sign by digital signature to verify authenticity and authentication.   
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IV. PSEUDO CODE 

 

Algorithm add_Node (node) 

{ 

 checkAlreadyExist(node) 

{ 

Break; 

} else { 

 Check security Parameters 

 Check Network Configuration 

 Configure Node in Peer to Peer Network 

 Configure Security Parameter 

 Update Blockchain Network 

} 

} 

Algorithm add_block (data) 

{ 

 Var edata=encrypt(data); 

 Var hash= SHA (data); 

 Var Block=null; 

 Get Previous blockid; 

 Prepare block with all details and assign to 

block;  

  

                                       

 

   Var 

digiSign=                       ; 
Broadcast message in blockchain network; 

Upon nodes receive message verify digital Signature 

put encrypted block on blockchain network 

 

            
 Index the inserted block for future search; 

 

} 

Algorithm accessblock (ref) 

{ 

 Access indexed block; 

 Verify digital Signature; 

 If(digital Signature invalid ){ 

  Record it with as accident   

                                              

              

 } 

 Verify hash value; 

 Decrypt the data; 

} 
 

Algorithm examblockchain(exam) 

{ 

 Announce the exam; 

 Add announced exam as block in blockchain 

network   

//add_block(exam); 

 University select professors from different 

colleges to set the exam paper; 

 Professors set the question will be added as 

block in blockchain network  

  //add_block(questions); 

 On date of exam university release the paper just 

before exam; 

 Random blocks from exam questions will be 

selected 

  // accessblock (examid) 

 

 Print decrypted paper 

} 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Existing System Paper’s Selection Process 

 Papers are made by 4–5 resource professors  . 

 No paper is handwritten, all submitted in print 

 Papers go to moderators who check the difficulty level and finalize one 

 Send for translation and then printed 

 Papers sent to storage 

 Sent to the regional office (RO). RO sends it to custodian bank 

 Picked up from bank on exam day 

 Sent to exam centre, where the seal is broken. Papers distributed to the invigilators 

 Authorities watching over all of the above activities 

 

The proposed system will use blockchain technology to make current education system more reliable, Simple, 

authenticate, and secure. 

BTES Based   Paper’s Selection Process 

 The proposed system will establish blockchain network of education institutes. 

 University allocate nodes for paper selection. 

 The professor would upload their paper  on blockchain network . 

 Paper will be encrypted by hash function. 

 It can lock down for access until due date. 
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 On the exam date paper will be accessible and decrypted for exam centres. 

SCREENSHOT OF BIES/BTES 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.1.1 Adding Node into Blockchain Network 
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Fig.1.2 Exam Adding module 

 

 

 

Fig.1.3 Hash and Encrypted Data in Database 
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Fig.1.4 Paper distribute successfully 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 
This project proposes the new scheme for intellectual education, using the blockchain concept, the cryptography 

technique is used for the creation and exchanges of question papers (QSP). In the first phase, the QSPs are encrypted 

using the encrypted session ID and in the second phase, the previous encrypted QSPs are re-encrypted using the 

hashish and hash of the previous QSPs. These encrypted QSPs are stored in the blockchain together with a university 

device. An algorithm is also proposed to select a QSP for the exam, such as selecting a random question from different 

application documents. The scheme according to which nobody can decipher the document of the application. 

Furthermore, the proposed system can also be used to store and share confidential documents with little or no 

modification, here we can only show some module and in detail which could be subject to future work 

 

Therefore, it can be said that BTES can be a promising approach for providing proper security to mitigate QPL 

problem in the future smart education system. Furthermore, the proposed system can also be used to share sensitive 

documents with little or no modification, which can be subjected to future works 
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